The BCS Group is a leading multinational company in the mechanization industry. It designs, manufactures and distributes farming and greens maintenance machinery with the BCS, FERRARI and PASQUALI trademarks, as well as machinery for autonomous generating sets, engine driven welders and lighting towers, embodied by MOSA trademark. With 3 production plant in Italy, BCS SpA is active in over 100 countries across the globe with subsidiaries in Spain, Portugal, France, Germany, India and China.

**Contacts**

Tel. +39 02 94821
castoldi.giulia@bcs-ferrari.it

**Product description**

BCS SpA agriculture machines's portfolio includes: motor mowers, reaper-binders, two-wheel tractors, grass cutters and flail mowers, mowers and mower-conditioners for tractors, short-wheelbase tractors, specialized isodiametric tractors and professional lawn mowers. The industrial portfolio includes generating sets, engine driven welders and tower lights.

www.bcs-ferrari.it